Notice Of Intent
To Publish Photos and Other Media, Written, Audio & Video Content, Including Intellectual
Property Rights.
It is the intention of www.oncetime.com, and its affiliates to continue publishing photos, media
and written content that was formally online in the www.oncetime.com community website. In
an effort to ensure that we have your permission to do so, we are currently serving this notice of
intent and ask you to consider approving any photos or other materials you may have submitted
in the past. Until we develop our final EULA and release documentation, this serves as an
interim agreement and understanding between you and us in regards to any of your content.

End User Licence Agreement – Principles
For the last ten years, people have submitted their photographs to us and it is impossible to go
through each picture and either check the names and places for accuracy, or to know whether the
photograph is something that you may want removed. We therefore have to rely on you to let us
know who people are in various pictures, so we can update the database. Helping us in this way
also allows the search features to be more accurate. It is our intention not to ‘tick anyone off’
with some of the content we may have on our site. Therefore, we are more than willing (within
reason) to facilitate your concerns. At the same time, we will not entertain ridiculous demands
either. Try and be responsible and reasonable when making your request. Our full EULA will be
published shortly, but will not deviate from the principles described above.

Policy – Principles
We wish to make it clear that we do not own your pictures, but rather, once you have submitted
them, you have given us the right to publish them for yours and others’ enjoyment as restricted
specifically to the websites mentioned above. However, we cannot and will not sell your
likeness, content, intellectual property, email address, etc., without your express permission. At
the same time, we are not responsible for someone downloading materials from our website and
violating your rights. Every effort to ensure that this does not happen will be taken and you will
have our full cooperation in investigating any such claim. Rest assured that the content is strictly
for this community and no third-party, commercial enterprise will be snooping or soliciting
you without your permission. Please report any such incidents to us immediately, in the event of
cyber-attacks or hacking, etc. You do however, give us the right to display your content in an
appropriate manner for the purposes of social networking, etc. A detailed policy description will
be published shortly, but will not deviate from the principles described above. Please be advised
by visiting/viewing this site you automatically agree to give us the right to publish your pictures
or other content as defined above.

We reserve the right to remove any content, pictures, etc. at the sole discretion of the editorial
staff.

Founder’s Remarks
On a personal note, as the Founder and Editor of these websites, I wish to assure you that I
totally respect your wishes, concerns and privacy, but also encourage you to help us to keep this
site alive by not being unreasonable in withholding your pictures. Keep in mind we are a start-up
and also trying to preserve history for the generations to come. Your feedback is important to
us; do not hesitate to email me at editor@oncetime.com. If you are a lawyer and would like to
contribute your advice on these matters, we would love to hear from you.
Sincerely,
PC Harris

